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Call2Parent Parenting Regime  

Build Your Baseline 
  

  

 
 

Introduction 
 

For those actively engaged in the Call2Parent work, there are several moving parts and 

critical elements in the Call2Parent Parenting Protocol (C2PPP) collection of knowledge 

and practices to effectively parent your traumatized Inner Kids, whether “Little One(s)” 

or Teen(s).  

 

Safe Container, Trauma Signature, C2PPP, Roles and Responsibilities and C2PPP LITE are 

the key components or pieces to craft a working, effective parenting regime.  The 

purpose of this worksheet is to assist you in developing your own, personal and practical 

parenting regime to lovingly parent each and every Inner Child(ren) event and 

moment of dysregulation...!!!   

 

Definitions, sample content and statements will get you started - then guide, assist and 

support your parenting regime to directly address the “exact nature of your childhood 

trauma” and accelerate tangible healing and transformation...!!!  

 

Before we get started - one last thing... 

 

Make This A “Working” Document...! 
 

This worksheet is intended to enable travelers to begin to explore, experience and – 

most important – document the “exact nature of childhood abandonment and 

trauma”…to literally heal and transform life-long suffering.  Keep in mind this “regime” is 

the loving, comforting and soothing parental co-regulation your Kids never got growing 

up…!  Please embrace this work with all your heart and soul...! 

 

I humbly invite you to not make this a one-off exercise.  Rather, the first pass is a 

baseline – yet as the healing deepens – it gets updated, revised, and refined. Also, I 

highly encourage that ALL the details of your resulting “regime” be memorized.  Then 

you can invoke all the components and parenting response in your daily practice 

without having to refer to this document.  Of course, in the beginning that will be 

required.  By embracing and committing to memory...your Call2Parent Parenting 

regime will become natural, then intuitive.  Your Kids will take notice...!  

 

 

 

LOVING PARENT, TAG, I’M 
IT...!!! 
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Call2Parent Parenting Protocol “Classic” 
 

Call2Parent Parenting Protocol is a thoughtful collection of loving, comforting, and 

healing practices to establish and manifest an active, conscious, purposeful and 

resilient ADULT Loving Parent while literally healing and transforming traumatized Inner 

Child(ren) into wholeness.  These practices are loving and effective acts of adult co-

regulation in times of nervous system dysregulation...anytime, anywhere!! 

 

Practice One: (Listen, Feel) Inform, Educate and Remind 

 

Check to add to your baseline.  Feel free to edit, revise or condense to your heart’s 

desire to reflect your “trauma signature” and what you want to say and how you say it 

to your Kids: 

 

Sweetheart, you were neglected, abandoned, and traumatized…! 

 

Sweetheart, you were traumatized as a child.  Mom and Dad were drunks and, 

as result you were abandoned.  It started with neglect, then chronic neglect, 

then complete abandonment, which is abuse…as a result - you were 

traumatized.  

 

Sweetheart, these feelings, fears and thoughts were buried and frozen back then 

and now, because we are healing ‘in the here and now’.  You are not crazy.  

These feelings are NORMAL from being traumatized…and now that I am 

here...when you feel them - we heal them.  

 

Sweetheart, you’ve done nothing wrong, Mom and Dad abandoned you.  You 

didn’t cause the trauma; you couldn't have changed it and you couldn't have 

cured it.  You’ve done nothing wrong, there is nothing wrong with you, nothing 

bad is going to happen and you are not in any kind of trouble. 

 

My Darling, I will always be here for you...holding you, loving you and taking care 

of you...! 

 

Create your own... 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Practice Two: (Listen, Feel) Love, Comfort, Reassure and Soothe 

 

NOTE: in many cases, a deep, sweet, and lasting hug - with no talking – can effectively 

calm, sooth the dysregulation...  You’ll get to know when that is the mindful things to do 

in silence... 

 

Sweetheart, is it OK if I hold you…? 

 

 

(HOLDING) Sweetheart, I will love and hold you - as long as it takes - for these 

feelings to pass… 

 

(HANDS ON HIS CHEEKS) My dear sweet girl/boy, I love you. You are my precious 

sweet one…! 

 

Sweetheart, I am here now, I will never, ever, abandon you…!!!  You will never be 

alone - because I am here, I will always be here…!!! 

 

I love you with all of my heart and soul...!  I will take care of you no matter 

what…!!! 

 

Sweetheart, it’s OK to feel these feelings, when you feel - we heal…!  I will hold 

you, love and take s 

 

 

Create your own... 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Practice Three: (Listen, Feel) Truth 

 

Inner Kid(s), even Teen(s), are not involved and have nothing to do with what happens 

- good or bad – in the present moment world...in romantic relationships, at work, any 

unexpected events anywhere and anytime.  ‘Here and now’, outer world footwork is 

mine (Adult Loving Parent) and mine alone...!  The challenge is - in the beginning, they 
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(Inner Children) have no idea this is true...yet, with consistent use of this practice, I (Adult 

Loving Parent) will slowly gain their trust and they “get” they aren’t involved. 

 

Also, I don’t focus on assessing other people’s behavior or the unfairness of a given 

situation when invoking this practice.  The SOURCE IS IRRELEVANT...!  The actual 

dysregulation is all that matters.  For example, “she was inconsiderate in what she said” 

or “that wasn’t fair” etc.  Were it to be true, it’s an Adult call and is not germane. It can 

confuse the issue by injecting irrelevant and unrelated (to the reaction) information.  

The reaction is rooted in history and not on what outwardly happened to trigger them.   

 

 

Sweetheart, none of this, none of what happened is your fault.  Honey, you’re 

not involved in what happened...that’s my job as your ADULT LOVING PARENT.  

I’m responsible for taking care of this and I will.  Your only jobs, Sweetheart, are to 

feel, which is to heal; talk to me and to trust in me.  I’m responsible for all of life’s 

footwork, and I will always do my best to make sure you are safe.” 

 

Sweetheart, if you have feelings about not being involved, that’s OK.  I will love 

and take care of you while you have those feelings.  Yet, you’re still not involved 

- that’s my job.” 

 

Create your own... 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Call2Parent Parenting Protocol “Lite” 
 

C2PPP Lite is a condensed parental set of loving and effective acts and statements of 

adult co-regulation that can be invoked during the day, ANYWHERE, ANYTIME – 

especially when insufficient time and space to properly parent “triggered” Inner 

Child(ren) exists. 

 

I know your upset, Sweetheart...I know your feeling ______ (scared, angry, 

terrified...etc) 
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I’m here, Dear One...(maybe tapping hand gently over the heart) 

 

 

You’ve done nothing wrong, there’s nothing wrong with you and what 

happened is not your fault...” 

 

 

I’m not able to spend time with you right now.  I love you and I promise to be 

with you as soon as I can...” 

 

Create your own... 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

If dysregulation continues or recurs: 

 

I know, Honey, I know...I love you (hand over heart) 

 

Create your own... 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The C2PPP Lite Promise: verbally State this periodically in the Safe Container practice - 

the Kid(s) begin to trust this will happen... because the promise is being kept over and 

over.  At some point, the Kids trust, and it is no longer an issue. 

 

Sweetheart, there may be times when you get “triggered” when I’m not able to 

be with you to love, comfort and soothe you until you feel better.  In these 

circumstances, I want you know I will comfort you by putting my hand gently 

over my heart and reassure you and I PROMISE - as soon as I can - I will be with 

you for as long as it takes to take care of you...!!! 

 

Create your own... 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Internal Boundaries: Roles and Responsibilities 

 
ME – ADULT Loving Parent 

 

I am your Loving Parent, and I will ALWAYS do my best...!  I am responsible for: 

 

Our speech, our choice to be silent 

 

Our actions, behaviors, and thinking – even our feelings 

 

Our choices and decisions 

 

Setting and maintaining healthy self-care and well-being boundaries 

 

Honoring the self-care and well-being boundaries set by others 

 

Loving you unconditionally 

 

Never – ever, ever – abandoning you 

 

Taking care of you no matter what circumstance we are in 

 

Opening our heart to receive, accept, experience, surrender to and celebrate 

the unconditional love of our Deity Team (your Higher Power) 

 

Honor and celebrate the complete and total emergence of our Spirit 

 

Honor and celebrate the living manifestation of our True Self 

 

Most of all, I am responsible for all of life’s footwork, all of it 

 

Create your own...  

 

_____________________________________________________________________________  

 

_____________________________________________________________________________  

 

 
Inner Child(ren) 

 

Your jobs, Sweethearts, are: 

 

To feel, which is to heal 

 

To talk to me 
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To trust in me 

 

Create your own... 

 

_____________________    

 

 
Higher Power (Deity Team) 

 

My ________ is responsible for: 

 

ALL of life’s outcomes 

 

All of Life’s miracles 

 

Loving, wanting, seeing, holding/touching, hearing, feeling, healing, nurturing, 

guiding, protecting, comforting, and soothing us moment by moment by 

moment throughout this day and every day 

 

Create your own... 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________  

 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
HINT:  If you’re having difficulty setting and honoring/holding any of these boundaries, 

consider using the Loving Parent Skill Development boundary setting worksheet found 

HERE. 

 

Trauma Signature 
 

The ‘trauma signature’ is the “core” or “essence” of recurring trauma reactions – 

feelings, thoughts, and body sensations...unique in content to each of us.  This nervous 

system “trauma imprint” can be a single, powerful emotion and can also include 

specific toxic message(s) and body sensation(s).  Over time and with consistent “safe 

container” practice, it can evolve into a collection of emotions, messages, and body 

sensations.  As you go deeper with practice, these imprints may manifest as coupled or 

bundled together.  This incredibly powerful and valuable information is “the exact 

nature of my childhood trauma”.   As the Adult Loving Parent continues to detach from 

the “source” of the trigger, these documented patterns become personal parenting 

cues to respond.  Identifying and parenting feelings, thoughts, and body sensations 

(sample below) day after day after day, they begin to slowly – but surely – RESOLVE...!!!  

Honoring this practice consistently reliably builds parental resilience, agency, dominion, 

and sovereignty by effectively shifting focus INWARD from OUTWARD. 

https://call2parentworkshop.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/c2p-session-2-loving-parent-skill-development-nov-2020.pdf
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Feelings 

 

Panic 

 

Terror 

 

Desperation 

 

Helpless 

 

Hopeless 

 

Abandoned 

 

Neglected 

 

Dismissed 

 

Ignored 

 

Violated 

 

Anger 

 

Rage 

 

Contempt 

 

Hatred

Resignation 

 

Fear 

 

Worry 

 

Sad 

 

Hurt 

 

Add you own... 

 

________________________  ________________________ 

 

________________________  

 

________________________ 

 

 

Thoughts 

 

It’s my fault...! 

 

Something bad is going to 

happen...! 

 

I’m in big trouble...! 

 

I’m a piece of shit...! 

 

What difference does it make...? 

 

I want to die...! 

I want them to die...! 

 

I want to hurt myself...! 

 

I want to hurt them...! 

 

Nobody loves me...! 

 

I’m all alone...! 

 

Nobody cares...! 
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Add your own...  

 

________________________ 

 

________________________ 

 

________________________ 

 

________________________ 

 

Body Sensations 

 

Shortness of or shallow breath 

 

Sweaty palms 

 

Burning warmth on forehead 

 

Suddenly stupid 

 

Suddenly confused 

 

Sweaty palms 

 

Racing, obsessive thoughts 

 

Aching genitals 

 

Sudden nausea 

 

Blurred or double vision 

 

Hiccups 

 

Sudden headache

Add your own...  

 

________________________ 

 

________________________ 

 

________________________ 

 

________________________ 

 

________________________ 

 

________________________ 

 

Putting It All Together: A Day in the Life of an Adult C2P Parent 

 
The ultimate objective of the Call2Parent Parenting Regime is to build and gain the 

ADULT capacity to tend - literally - to every dysregulating event of our Inner Child(ren).  

By consistent practice, this “regime” slowly manifests true integration, then ultimately - 

true individuation...AKA a THRIVING ADULT...!!! 

 
Once a Day – Safe Container (minimum) 

 

 Prescheduled, recurring daily selfcare commitment.  The Safe Container 

meditation practice can be found HERE. 

 Invite current/active trauma signature feelings, thoughts, and body sensations 

o Some may be brand new in the “signature” 

https://call2parentworkshop.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/c2p-session-2-creating-my-safe-container-nov-2020.pdf
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 Invoke C2P Parenting Protocol Classic: inform/remind |educate/love | comfort 

& soothe/truth 

 Verbally state roles and responsibilities, starting with and emphasis on the Adult 

Loving Parent 

 Close with Louise Hay’s I Love My Self affirmations, which can be found HERE. 

 

During The Waking Day 

 

Call2Parent Parenting Protocol Lite 

 

 Mindful, loving parenting of Kids’ reactions anytime, anywhere when private and 

safe space are not available 

 

OR 

 

Call2Parent Parenting Protocol Classic 

 

 Mindful, loving parenting of Kids’ reactions anytime, anywhere when private and 

safe space are available 

 

This regime, these practices, are genuine and loving acts of parental coregulation, the 

co-regulation completely absent in childhood.  Under the hood, each practice creates 

a “positive outcome” – birthing the creation of new neural pathway – which is actual 

science for “HEALING”...!!! 

 

In Closing... 
 

I salute and honor your courage...!!!  Keep up the Great work...!!!  You’re well on your 

way to manifesting a RESILENT ADULT LOVING PARENT by developing and implementing 

your own loving, intuitive, and healing Call2Parent Parenting Regime...!!! 

 

My wish for you is this worksheet is instrumental in manifesting tangible healing and 

transformation of your childhood trauma...!   

 

Peace and blessings to you and your Kids...! 

 

Robert N  ❤ 

https://call2parentworkshop.files.wordpress.com/2020/11/i-love-myself-affirmation-louise-hay-.pdf

